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Hydrophobic coating for
pan rollers in damping units

What is the connection between the lotus
flower and Westland Gummiwerke
GmbH & Co. KG? A great deal, because
the way water rolls off a lotus leaf forms the
fundamental principle of a new develop-
ment by the company, which is based in
Melle near Osnabrück. Named LotoTec,
this is a patented new coating for West-
land’s Werodamp damping roller.
The key feature of this roller is that it is hy-
drophobic in the way that teflon is but that
it is nevertheless suitable for use as a damp-
ing roller. Perversely, it quite deliberately
exploits this apparent contradiction, the
fact that teflon is water repellent, to offer
the printer important damping benefits—
of which more later.

BRANDS ...Westland is a manufacturer of
products for all those fields where rollers
are critical to the process, claiming to be

number two in Europe, behind Felix
Böttcher (Cologne) but ahead of Sauer
(Hemmingen). Its targets are press manu-
facturers such as Heidelberg, Manroland,
Komori, KBA and others, as well as print-
ers for all formats and sizes; and beyond
printing, the steel, textile, wood and film
industries. For the graphics industry the
portfolio comprises both complete and re-
placement rollers with a range of different
surface compositions for sheet-fed and
commercial web offset, newspaper print-
ing and continuous stationery. Here,West-
land is both active in the OEM business
and in direct sales to the final customer (see
blue box for more details).

... AND MARKETS. As well as complete
rollers, its services include recoating, new
cores, replacement parts for rollers, core
examinations and repairs, dismantling and

PRESS TECHNOLOGY. Specific know-how is needed for all
parts of a press and the rollers are no exception. Westland
Gummiwerke is one of Europe’s largest manufacturers of
process critical rollers and it is now seeking to breathe new life
into the sorely beset printing industry with a new technical
development.

Westland in figures
In brief � The output of the Westland
Group, the central component of which
is Westland Gummiwerke GmbH & Co.
KG (Melle near Osnabrück), is broken
down roughly as follows; 49% offset
rollers, 25% elastomer mouldings, 13%
industrial rollers, 8% flexo sleeves and
5% compounds. Group turnover in 2007
was around €63 million and, so far as
rollers were concerned, this broke down
as follows;
� Graphic: c. 64 %,
� Technical: c. 14 %
� OEM: c. 22 %
It has a stated production capacity of
some 175,000 rollers/year, including,
since 2007, around 8,000 new LotoTec
rollers and round 4,000 recoated Lo-
toTec rollers. Expenditure on R&D
amounts to about 3% per annum and
the Westland Group employs around
400 people in Germany and 350 in Eu-
rope and Asia. There are ten sub-
sidiaries and nine production sites. It is
owned by Georg zur Nedden and its
Managing Director is Dagmar zur
Nedden, Tel. +49 (0) 54 22/702-233,
Fax -260, Internet: www.westland.eu

In the Westland research and development laboratory: Achim Siebert (Weros Technology GmbH, left), with a technician, demonstrates the dif-
ferent surfaces of rollers based on fluorinated rubber and nitrile butadiene rubber. Right: the final polish—a homogeneous, uniform surface is
very important for rollers.
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fitting of accessories, customer specific for-
mulation development and laboratory
analyses etc.
A replacement roller warehouse means that
delivery times for offset rollers are kept to a
minimum. The manufacturer has a partic-
ularly strong presence in Germany’s east-
ern neighbours such as Poland, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and the Ukraine and
there and in the UK and Spain it has a
number of subsidiaries or stakes in compa-
nies. In view of the cloudy prospects for
growth in the printing industry, it is look-
ing to expand business through industrial
products (rollers and elastomer mould-
ings).

NEW COATING SYSTEM. There are high
hopes for the new LotoTec coating system
at Westland. This is based on fluorinated
rubber, which results in a very low surface
tension, so that the wetting behaviour of
products coated with fluorinated rubber
resembles that of teflon. Fluorinated rub-
ber is a high performance polymer whose

chemical resistance far exceeds that of tra-
ditional roller materials, such as those
based on nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR).
A scanning electron micrograph provides
the answer to the puzzle. “The surface

roughness of the coated rollers is signifi-
cantly lower than that of traditionally pol-
ished rollers”, explains Achim Siebert, who
runs the Westland subsidiary Weros Tech-
nology. “The result is that even the small-
est projections of just millionths of a mil-
limetre will cause the water drops to sim-
ply roll of the ‘bumps’ rather than remain-
ing on the roller surface.”
The LotoTec roller should make the
process more efficient and stable. By offer-
ing the prospect of considerably reduced
consumption of solvents and VOCs it
brings benefits in terms of health at work
and environmental friendliness and it is
particularly suitable for low IPA offset
printing. Another benefit of this teflon-
like behaviour is the ease with which it can
be cleaned (also see DD 17/2008, page
58).
Frank Lohmann

Dagmar zur Nedden
(Managing Director of
Westland) and Guido
Kleine-Kalmer (ma-
chinery/manufactur-
ing/OEM sales). The
aim is to expand the
industrial product
business.

The LotoTec pan roller
(front) was demon-
strated on the West-
land stand at Drupa
2008 in comparison
with the Weroaqua

damping forme roller.




